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Angle between equatorial and
orbital plane.
Measured clockwise from north.
Measured from the launch meridian
along the equatorial plane to the
orbital plane intersection with the
equator on the descending leg of
the orbit (transit from Northern
to Southern Hemisphere).
Measured in the orbital plane
positive in the direction of the
velocity vector from the descending
node to the radius vector of
insertion of the space shuttle orbiter.
DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS OF AN ORBITAL INSERTION SURFACE
FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER/TUG
SUMMARY
This report develops an orbital insertion surface for the space
shuttle orbiter/tug that can be ,used to define an orbital insertion
state of the orbiter/tug for an inplane launch geometry or a launch
geometry requiring a plane change (dog-leg) ascent profile. The
plane change ascent profile can be ut i l ized to achieve a phase adjust-
ment (reduce time to rendezvous) of the orbiter/tug with respect to the
target satel l i te when used in a rendezvous mission. This surface can
be applied to shuttle on-board self-targeting and applied to the
development of an eff icient mission analysis tool.
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report is to further develop the space shuttle
or space tug orbital insertion surface concept that was suggested in
the referenced TM-X to include the f lex ib i l i ty of ear ly or delayed
launches of the space shuttle for rendezvous phase adjustment capabi l i ty.
The reference TM-X developed the targeting techniques necessary to
determine the guidance reference release time of the space shuttle navi-
gation system, the orbital insertion targeting values for an on-time
inplane launch, and a t imeline of orbital maneuvers required of the
space shuttle orbiter to achieve rendezvous wi th a target satel l i te.
The expression, "early or delayed launches," s imply means the space
shuttle would be launched before or after the inplane condition existed
for rendezvous with a target satell ite. This change in the inplane
l i f t-off time would alter the phase relationship of the orbiter/tug
wi th respect to the target satell i te at orbital insertion. The ensuing
discussion w i l l cover the method of generating the data for the orbital
insertion surface, how this data can be used in the on-orbit rendezvous
targeting problem,and f inal ly, how a shuttle on-board flight computer
could use this data to perform autonomous on-board targeting.
I. GENERAL DISCUSSION
A shuttle ascent guidance analysis (SAGA) computer program was used
to generate the data for this study and not a sophisticated performance
optimization computer program. This study w i l l establish concepts and
trends that can be verified by a more complete and complex treatment of
the trajectory shaping and space shuttle propellant loading problem by
launch vehicle performance engineers at a later date. In this study,
the space shuttle was assumed to be fully loaded with propellant, and
the space shuttle used all of the usable propellent to achieve orbital
insertion (50 x 100 n. mi.) except for the flight performance reserves.
Of course, the ascent profile that requires a plane change (yaw steering)
requires more propellant than the inplane ascent profile (50 x 100 n. mi.).
If the tanks are fully loaded for the inplane case, this additional
requirement for the plane change could only be satisfied by off-loading
the payload or on-orbit maneuvering systems (OMS) propellant. In this
analysis, it was assumed the additional propellant requirement was
equivalent to payload/OMS off-loading at a one to one ratio. Again,
this is not true; but, the trends and conclusions drawn from an analysis
based on this assumption w i l l be valid. The trade-off between OMS
propellant and payload w i l l not be treated in this document. It i s the
intent of this analysis to establish the feasibility of decoupling the
space shuttle trajectory problem from the on-orbit targeting problem
of the orbiter/tug.
I I I . ORBITAL INSERTION SURFACE
WITH RENDEZVOUS PHASE ADJUSTMENT CAPABILITY
Before going into the details of how an inplane orbital insertion
surface can be expanded to include the flexibi1ity of an early or delayed
space shuttle launch, 5t should be helpful to review the concept of
generating an inplane orbital insertion surface (minimum yaw steering).
Figure 1 illustrates the geometry of a minimum plane change ascent
orbital insertion surface. By varying the launch azimuth (Az) from 0°
to 360°, any orbital inclination greater than latitude of the launch site
can be generated without requiring any significant yaw steering. The
resulting space shuttle ascent trajectories from the launch azimuth
variations w i l l yield the useful data needed for generation of a space
shuttle orbital insertion surface. The data necessary for an orbital
insertion surface are (1) orbital inclination, (2) launch azimuth,
(3) descending node referenced from the launch meridian, (k) range angle
in the orbital plane, (5) geocentric latitude of orbital insertion,
(6) flight time from guidance reference release to orbital insertion,
and (7) radius of perigee and apogee of the orbiter. These data can be




Figure 2 illustrates the change in geocentric latitude of orbital
insertion, range angle and flight time from guidance reference release
to orbital insertion as a function of the dependent variable (orbital
inclination) for a minimum yaw steering ascent flight profile. The
plots of the descending node and launch azimuth against orbital incli-
nation are depicted by Figure 3. This analysis indicates that once a
space shuttle configuration and its associated propulsion system, mass
history, center of gravity, engine locations, and aerodynamic charac-
teristics are adequately defined, an orbital insertion surface for a
particular launch site can be generated that w i l l make ascent trajectory
computation unnecessary for rendezvous mission on-orbit targeting. The
data presented in this report was computed using an earlier MDAC low
crossrange booster/orbiter configuration; but, the trends established
w i l l be equally applicable to the 156" SRM/orbiter space shuttle config-
uration. The data illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 indicate a double
valued function of orbital inclination; but, this is no problem since
the data w i l l be divided into northerly launch opportunities (Az 5 90°)
and southerly launch opportunities (AZ > 90°) to be utilized in table
look-up form. Further insight into how this orbital insertion surface
can be incorporated into the solution of the on-orbit rendezvous
targeting problem can be gained through reading the referenced TM-X.
If the space shuttle continues to be designed as a highly reliable
earth orbital payload delivery system with a high degree of built-in
redundancy available in all critical systems, then the need for develop-
ing a launch window to increase the probability of launching on time
for critical rendezvous missions does- not seem justified at this point.
However, if the twenty-four hour rendezvous time constraint is valid,
then it becomes advantageous to consider early or late launches to
modify the phase relationship of the orbiter/tug with respect to the
target satel1ite to reduce the time to rendezvous. A change in the
inplane targeting liftoff time by 25 minutes w i l l alter the phase
relationship of the orbiter/tug with respect to the target satellite by
approximately 90°' The twenty-four hour time constraint w i l l be
violated if the worst case phase relationship exists between the space
shuttle and a target vehicle that is in a circular orbit of approximately
265 n. mi. or an elliptical orbit with a period equivalent to the period
of a 265 n. mi. circular orbit. In order to prevent confusion, the
term "launch window" w i l l be eliminated from the discussion and replaced
by the term "liftoff time correction" for rendezvous phase adjustment.
This means, that if a liftoff time correction is to be used in a mission,
the space shuttle will - s-ti 11 be required to Vaunch at a precise time
corresponding to the phase adjustment desired by the mission control crew.
The discussion w i l l now shift to the task of generating an orbital
insertion surface that w i l l include targeting data for early or late
space shuttle launches. The expanded orbital insertion surface is
determined by establishing the inplane targeting parameters as discussed






















earlier in this report and then changing the descending node by the
desired shift in liftoff time (9^ = 6NO + "€ AT"). Next, the optimal
launch azimuth is determined for this new descending node and the
unchanged orbital inclination. The resulting trajectory w i 1 1 yield
the other desired targeting parameters (range angle, payload/OMS
propellant off-loading, flight time, and geocentric latitude of
insertion). The targeting parameters resulting from these trajectory
manipulations are shown by Figure k. The relationship between the
launch azimuth, orbital inclination, and descending node for Eastern
Test Range (Cape Kennedy) launches are illustrated by Figure k. Since
the present space shuttle configuration jettisons the solid rocket
motors into a suborbital earth impacting ellipse, range safety
restrictions will be imposed on the flight profiles as shown by the
hashed lines. No attempt was made to precisely identify these range
safety restrictions; but it does appear that orbital inclinations
above 60° w i l l be eliminated from the acceptable flight geometry for
the Eastern Test Range (ETR). The near vertical dashed lines represent
fixed orbital inclinations and the appropriate combinations of launch
azimuths and descending nodes for an inplane launch, 30 and 15 minute
early and late launches, respectively. The launch azimuth, orbital
inclination, and descending node are all the targeting parameters the
orbiter closed loop exoatmospheric guidance system would require'for
an ascent to orbit since the optimal insertion point on the 50 x 100
n. mi. orbit Is perigee. The other parameters (range angle, geocentric
latitude of insertion, flight time, and insertion weight) are required
to construct position and velocity state vectors of orbit insertion from
which on-orbit rendezvous targeting can be accomplished in an orderly and
decoupled mode of operation.
The complete space shuttle orbital insertion surface for ETR
launches in tabular form is given by Tables 1-A, 1-B, 2-A, and 2-B.
Tables 1-A and 1-B are for northerly launch opportunities and Tables
2-A and 2-B contain the same type data pertaining to southerly launch
opportunities. The headings of the tables and earlier definition of
symbol's should be sufficient information for interpretation. The data
were selected with enough density to guarantee that three-point
interpolation of the targeting parameters would keep the performance
penalty (additional propellant) to less than 100 pounds. This means
that any inclination from 28.3° to 60° and a launch time correction of
up to ± 30 minutes could be selected and the weight in orbit s t i l l be
within 100 pounds of the weight delivered by a true trajectory that had
been completely optimized from liftoff to orbital insertion. The
tabular form of the space shuttle orbiter/tug orbital insertion surface
contains 960 computer words of information for both northerly and
southerly launch opportunities from ETR. This number of computer words
could be reduced by using only that portion of the surface containing
the desired inclination (2^ 0 computer words for both northerly and





all inclinations listed since it did not seem justified to generate al
this data for an old space shuttle configuration. Therefore, several
inclinations and the corresponding inplane data are 1isted without
including the phase adjustment (early or late) data.
IV. APPLICATIONS OF THE ORBITAL INSERTION SURFACE
The question as to how this space shuttle orbital insertion surface
with phase adjustment capability can be utilized in the on-orbit rendez-
vous targeting problem can best be answered by referring to Figure 5
and following the flow diagram step by step to the end. The following
discussion w i l l be an attempt to get across the concept of decoupling
the shuttle ascent problem from the on-orbit targeting problem without
going into any great depth into the many details associated with such
a complex undertaking. Block 1 of Figure 5 consists of those inputs
that are required to define a space shuttle mission, and a set of
target satellite ephemeris data provided the mission is to be a ren-
dezvous mission. If the mission is to be a rendezvous with a target
satellite (I REN = 1), then block 2 of the flow diagram is executed.
The function of block 2 is to determine the orbital inclination (ID)
required of the orbiter by processing the target satellite ephemeris
data in such a manner that the earth's gravitation oblateness effects
on the orbital inclination target!ng are null ified. A detailed
description of block 2 is found in the referenced TM-X.
The purpose of the orbital insertion surface (block 3) is simply
to take the orbital inclination desired (ID) from block 2 and evaluate
the data tables for the inplane orbital insertion conditions if "IPASS"
is equal to zero (set to zero in block I). The output of block 3 would
be the launch azimuth, position and velocity state vectors at orbital '
insertion, the flight time from guidance reference release time to orbital
insertion, the weight of the orbiter/payload at orbiter insertion, and a
first guess on the universal time of guidance reference release (TULO).
"IPASS" is set to "IPASS + 1" before entering block 4, or block 5 if the
mission is simply a satellite delivery mission (no rendezvous). The
function of block k is to perform on-orbit rendezvous targeting, and the
targeting techniques utilized in this block are documented in the
referenced TM-S. The output from block k establishes the corrected
universal time of guidance reference release (TULO), the mission time
of terminal rendezvous phase initiation (MTTPI), a timeline of on-orbit
maneuvers (impulsive AV) required to achieve the desired terminal phase
initiation (TPI) conditions.
The next step in the flow diagram would be to test the time constraint
(T CONS) to see if it is greater than or equal to the mission time of ter-
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the targeting problem has been completed and the mission can proceed
to the countdown to launch phase of the flight plan. If the statement
is false (NO), then the equations and logic of block 6 are exercised to
determine the payload/OMS off-load capability (Aw off-load) available
for performing a phase adjustment correction by altering the guidance
reference release time (dog-leg ascent profile) as explained earlier
in this report. The Aw off-load can be determined within block 6 by
assessing the propellant required to perform the impulsive AV from
block k, or use a preloaded value for Aw off-load. The decision as to
an early or late launch to give the correct phase adjustment can be
determined analytically by evaluating a few equations using data taken
from block k.
Since "IPASS" is equal to one and not three, the orbital insertion
surface (block 3) w i l l be evaluated for a launch time correction duration,
corresponding to the AW off-load capability determined in block 6. The
flow through block k is repeated, and if the time constraint is s t i l l
not satisfied, the logic w i l l proceed through block 6 again. Since
"IPASS" is equal to two, the flow through block 3 and block k would be
repeated with the launch time correction in the opposite direction
from that used in the first recycle. If the time constraint fails the
test again, "IPASS" w i l l be equal to three, and block 7 w i l l select the
smallest MTTPI and the corresponding targeting parameters necessary to
f u l f i l l the mission objectives, or cancel.the mission and wait for a
more favorable launch geometry at a later launch opportunity.
If the orbiter's flight computer has enough flexibility and
storage, then it would be possible for this type of targeting scheme to
be implemented onboard the space shuttle; thus> gi v i n g the space shuttle
full self-targeting capability and making it a truely autonomous launch
configuration from the standpoint of guidance, navigation, and targeting.
If the system were implemented s i m i l a r to the scheme outlined by
Figure 5, and once the targeting parameters had been established, the
guidance presettings could be loaded into the flight computer and count-
down to guidance reference release could proceed as illustrated by
blocks 8, 9, and 10.
V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND COMMENTS
This report has documented the results of an effort to establish
a space shuttle orbiter/tug orbital insertion surface for both northerly
and southerly launch opportunities and provides targeting capabilities
for early or delayed launches that would yield phase adjustment capability
for a rendezvous mission. The techniques and concepts put forth in
this report allow the user to separate the ascent targeting problem from
the on-orbit targeting problem (satellite delivery or rendezvous mission)
1 1
and with further development to build an efficient mission analysis tool
that w i l l be directly applicable to Sortie Lab missions as well as the
more complex tug rendezvous missions.
This method of targeting has the advantage of leaving the job of
building an accurate and precise orbital insertion surface to the
expertise of the performance engineers and allows the on-orbit mission
analysis and targeting to be achieved with the realism and accuracy of
,an actual mission from guidance reference release to terminal rendezvous
phase initiation. This technique should save a tremendous amount of
computer time since it w i l l eliminate the need of the time consuming
task of generating space shuttle ascent trajectories by the mission
planners.
The techniques illustrated by the flow diagram of Figure 5 w i l l
perform the following tasks:
1. Determine universal time of guidance reference release for a
rendezvous mission.
2. Identify the targeting parameters for achieving orbit insertion
(inclination, descending node, radius magnitude, flight path
angle, and velocity magnitude).
3. Generate position and velocity state vectors, time, and weight
at orbital insertion.
4. Determine a timeline and targeting parameter for.. on-orbi t
maneuvers for satel1ite delivery or rendezvous missions.
5. Determine the payload/OMS propellant off-load requirement for
satisfying a rendezvous time constraint or select the launch
time correction corresponding to the allowable off-loading of
payload/OMS propellant that w i l l yield the minimum mission time
of rendezvous.
6. Permit on-board self-targeting capability if implemented.
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ORBITAL INSERTION SURFACE FOR SOUTHERLY LAUNCH OPPORTUNITIES
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